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Introduction.

At the Seattle Conference,

1963, M. G. Barratt

asked

the question,
"Can anything
general be said about
7: irk(SO„)
—>irk+n(Sn) on Samelson products?"
Lashof records [4] that Stasheff
pointed out an answer to this question on the basis of results obtained
by B. Steer in his Oxford thesis [8]. We offer here another answer,
phrased in quite different terms, which is simple in both statement

and proof.
Let p: On+i-^Sn be the usual bundle
define

the

"p-product":

irq(On)®ira(Sn)

otEirQ(0„) with fiEirs(Sn) is denoted
the 7 homomorphism:
if i„ denotes

Sn then J(a)=

map with fiber 0„; in [5] we
—>irq+s(Sn). The

p-product

of

[a, fi]p. This product generalizes
the class of the identity map on

[a, i„]p [5, Corollary

5.7].

Theorem.
Let aEirq(0„),
a' Eirq<(On), and let (a, a') denote their
Samelson product (see [3]). Then

J (a, a') = [a,Ja']p
The p-product

- (- 1)™'[«', Ja]p.

is defined in terms of the "mixed product":
irq(On) ® ir.(0n+l,

On) ~* Tq+,(On+l,

0n) ',

the product of aEirq(On)
with yEir,(On+i,
0n) is denoted (a, y), and
[a, fi]P= (—l)'p*(a,
p*~lfi) by definition [5]. Hence our theorem may
be restated as

P*1J(a,a')

= (-1)" (a, pi'J a') - (-1)«'«+*V,

P?Ja).

Since J may be expressed as a mixed product, this latter statement
may readily be translated
into a Jacobi identity. We prove the theorem by establishing,
for group pairs (G, 77) (where 77 is a subgroup

of G), an identity for the mixed product irq(77) ®irs(G, 77)—>irq+s(G,77):
(-1)«'<(«,

a'), y) + (~iy-((y,

a), a') + (-1)'*'««'.

y), a) = 0.

This follows from two lemmas, each of some independent
interest.
(Each loop space below is meant to be of the type introduced by
Moore.)

Lemma 1. The Jacobi identity holds for the H-pair (OF, &B) of loop
spaces of a pair

(Y, B) of spaces.
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Lemma 2. For each group pair iG, H) which satisfies the first axiom
of countability there exists a classifying pair iB a, Bh) and a weak homotopy equivalence f: iG, H)—*(^IBq, fiS//) which preserves mixed products.
(We certainly would expect a stronger form of this lemma to hold.)
The author has appreciated
stimulating
conversations
on this
question with Eldon Dyer and Richard Lashof.
Proof of Lemma
for 22-constructions

1. We introduce a method of "universal examples"
which parallels a device of Blakers and Massey

[l]. Let B be a space (with basepoint),
a: Sq+1—>B represent

d-1(a)

3: 7r9+i(25)^7r,(fi2?) and let

for a£7r3(fiB).

Then a induces

an exact

22-map a: fiS9+1^fiB defined by ail) =a ol. Further, if iq+i is the class
of the identity map on Sq+1 and Z4= 3(i9+i), then a*(I3) =a. A modification

of the above

for a pair (F, B) uses 3: 7rs+i(F, 23)^7rs(fiF,

QB)

to define from 7Girs(fiF,fiB)
amapc: (28+1, S8)-^(F, B) and, in turn,
an exact 27-map c: (fi28+1, fiS8)—>(fiF, UB). If ks+i is the class of the
identity

on (28+1, 5s) and

Ks= d(Ks+i)G7rs(fi2s+1,

05s)

then

c*(/c,)=7-

Again, if a and y together define a map from (53+1\/2s+1, Sq+1\/Sa)
into (F, B) and thus an exact 22-map g: [fi(5"+1V2s+1), fi(5«+1\/5s)]
—>(F, B), and if lq and as denote their own images under appropriate
inclusions into fi(5«+1\/58) and [fi(5»+1V28+1), fi(5"+1V5")], then
the naturality
of the mixed product implies
g*(lq,

Yet another
a'Eny(SIB)

KS) =

such construction
and 7(E7rs(fiF,

(g*lq, g*Ks) =

{a, j).

uses representatives

£18) to construct

h: [S.iS»+l V S"'+l V /8+I),fi(5"+1

an exact

V S"'+1 V^*)]->

of «G!r,(12S),
22-map

iQ¥,QB)

with the property that k*{(iq. lq>), k„) = {{a, a'), y), etc. Now observe
that in the homotopy sequence

• • • -> xn[fi(5"+1 V 5"'+1 V 28+1), fi(5«+1 V 5«'+1 V 58) i

d
-? 7rK_1[fi(5'+1 V S"'+1 V S')\

A 7T„_l[fi(55+1 V S"'+l V 28+1)] -» ■ • ■
i is an epimorphism
in all dimensions, so that 3 is a monomorphism.
But the relations d{a, y) = (a, dy) and 3<7, a) = (—1)9(37, a) between
the mixed products in the domain of 3 and the absolute (Samelson)
products in the range carry a "Jacobi sum" in the domain to a Jacobi
sum in the range. Since the Jacobi relation holds for the absolute
product [3], it must hold in the domain of 3. It is now clear that if the
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morphism

[February

h* is defined by a, a' and y then

/**((-l)'«((Ia, lq>),ic.) + (-1)*«'«8„ I,), If) + (-l)q'"((lt',
= (- 1)««««, a'), 7) + (-iy'((y,

Us),Ia»

a), a') + (- 1)"'"(W, y), a)

= 0£w+,(flF,M).
Proof of Lemma 2. Let (G, 77) be a group pair; Milnor [6] gives a
construction
of a universal bundle Eg with base space 73a and fiber G.
Examination
of this construction
shows that the corresponding
uni-

versal bundle Eh—*Bh with fiber 77 is a subbundle of Eg—*Bg; that is,
(G, H)-+(Eg,
Eh)^>-(Bg, Bn) is a fibering of pairs. An explicit recipe
for a contraction
of Tic is offered by Dold [2]; his function moves Eh
through Eh to a point, and so is a contraction
of the pair (Eg, Eh).
Samelson [7] describes an 77-map from G to the usual loop space of
Bg which is a weak homotopy
equivalence;
his map may be constructed from a given contraction
k of Eg and it thus defines a map
of the pair (G, 77) into the pair of usual loop spaces of BG and BhThis pair map is a weak homotopy equivalence, by the five lemma.
We now alter Samelson's map to define a weak homotopy equivalence from (G, 77) into the pair (QBa, QBH) of Moore-loop spaces.

Let k: EgXI—*E0

be the contraction

of Eg to e£G described by

Dold, and let / be a nonnegative
real valued function on G with
/_1(0) —e (the existence of such an/is easily shown for first countable
groups). For each xEG define <p(x)E&BG to be the loop <b(x): [Q,f(x)]
->5g whose values are, for x^e,

d)(x)(u) = p o k [x, u/f(x) ].
(Here p: (Eg, Eh)—>(Bg, Bh) is the bundle projection.)
Since <j>is
clearly homotopic to the map defined by Samelson when the latter
is regarded as having range QB <y,d>is a weak homotopy equivalence,

and <p(H)E&BH.
Next we define a homotopy 3C: GXGXI^QBG
be a strong

77-map

(that

-2-

which shows <f>to

is, 3C(x, e, t) = 3C(e, x, t) for all t) of pairs.

M

a!-'•

1
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The existence of 3C implies that </>preserves mixed products
[5, Section 4]. For simplicity of notation,
we identify (G, H) with the dis-

tinguished fiber of (22G, EH) and denote the right action of (G, H) on
(Eg, Eh) by juxtaposition;
e is the identity of G. For each (x, y)
EGXG, let hx.y be the EG-valued function defined on a it —u)trapezoid as follows: on the bottom edge hx,vit, 0)=xy, on the left
edge hx,viO, u)=k[xy,

u/fixy)],

on the top edge hx.y(t, u) = e, and along

the right edge

hx.y(l, u) = k[x, u/fix)]y

if 0 g u ^ ft),

= k [y,(« - fix))/fiy)} if fx) =u^
Now let hx.v be defined

at the center

fx) + /(y).

of the trapezoid

by

(}_ fixy) + fix) + fjy)\
x\

2 ' "

2

)

€

and extend hx,v to the whole figure by letting the contraction
k act
in the obvious linear fashion along each ray from center to boundary.
The only degenerate
case is x = y = e; there he,e = e. Let p he the pro-

jection of the bundle iEG, EH) and define 3C(x, y, t)iu) =p o hx,yit, u);
since the right action of G on Ea has trivial projection, each value of
3C is clearly a Moore loop in Ba. Further,
3C(x, y, 0)=</>(x, y),

3C(x, y, 1) = 0(x)</>(y), and 3C(x, e, £) =3C(e, x, t) for all x and /; hence
0 is a strong 22-map.
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